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Holy Spirit Parish Nurses Meeting  

Minutes 

January 12, 2020 

Mission Statement: To promote health and education within our Faith Community 

by focusing on prevention and health promotions. 

 

Present:      Theresa Hopkins, Maureen Balyeat, Jo Ann Thornburg, Michelle Stivers, and Cindy Eultgen 

Opening Prayer    Led by Theresa  

Old Business 

1. End of Life Issues with Kelly Keilman-Trunkle will be Wednesday February 5, 2020 from 

7- 8 pm. We will have water/tea/ and decaf coffee for about 30 people. That is figuring 

high for attendance. The flier was in the bulletin this weekend and Cindy will get the 

information to staff to put on FB & announce at Mass. Theresa said that she would be 

there to help. 

 

2. Women’s Day of Prayer on Sunday, February 23, 2020 from 2-5 pm “Nourish Your 

Spirit”, led by Rita McKinney. We looked through the box of supplies that holds flowers 

and leftovers from previous WDP. It was decided that the miscellaneous rosaries, cards, 

candy, and cross necklaces that had odd quantities would not be used and could be 

donated to St. Dismas Prison ministry. Cindy will order the Lenten Blessings book that 

was chosen to put in the goodie bag. Those present mentioned candy and bags (from 

the dollar store) could be picked up and brought to the next meeting. It was thought 

that medication information cards (previously seen in the cupboard with the prayer 

shawls) could also be put the bags. At the next meeting, we will have to decide then 

who can help with what. We also decided not to have ‘one more thing’ such as door 

prizes for two reasons: 1. It was mentioned on an evaluation from last year that 

everyone should get one or not to have at all, 2. With our smaller numbers we want to 

make sure that basic refreshments are covered and the most important part is 

highlighted – Focusing on the Day of Prayer with speaker & reflection and preparing 

ourselves for lent. 

 

3. Educational Inserts: 

i. January Insert will be advertising the Women’s Day of Prayer  

ii. March will be The Dangers of Vaping by Maureen 
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New Business 

1. Updated Address & Phone List (keep on agenda) 

2. Update on miscarriage support & what to do / how to provide / respond….. Kelby Donnelly 

approached Cindy just before Thanksgiving and offered to be available and/or help with 

whatever she can. The Bereavement Team has also discussed the importance and need. 

Today we had a fruitful discussion on primarily being available and present for these acute 

needs. This is a very specific loss, it is difficult to talk about, most particularly because “no 

one knows”. It should also be covered in a small and intimate way due to the nature of this 

loss. While it was mentioned that folks don’t know if they ‘would call/come to the parish’, in 

this ministry, the individuals would still need to come to us or call and contact us in some 

fashion. We talked about having the information in the bulletin on a regular basis so it 

would be known that “those that have been through it” would be available. People can call 

the office and Cindy can connect them to Maureen, any parish nurse who is interested, or 

Kelby Donnelly. We should stress, like the bereavement group, “it doesn’t matter how long 

it has been” that we are available. It was also mentioned that this information can be 

promoted via social media, our parish nurse ministry and an educational flier could be 

presented on this topic later in the year. 

Closing Prayer:    Led by Theresa 

Next meeting:    

Please encourage one another to attend.  

We will fill the goodie bags and discuss responsibilities for WDP 

February 9, 2020 


